WATCH   ON   THE   RHINE
candidly reported, ' proved somewhat disappointing." If the
Opposition was too shrill and unpractical, Mr. Eden was too
general and unexceptional for either side. He said nothing
that thrilled his audience, and on the whole his speech was
* of a kind which must be carefully digested before it can do
much good'. As the Government had no new pronounce-
ment to make there was some surprise that they had chosen
to encourage the debate. Although it was Eden's official
de*but, it is noted that he was only applauded with a 4 rather
perfunctory cheer *. The House was left to guess whether the
Government policy was to intensify international action.
Eden on the oil-sanction was non-committal. It would only
be applied, he said, if it would help to stop the war. The
Government was waiting for the experts' report before de-
ciding. In reviewing the international situation, Eden noted
many discreditable similarities to 1914. Collective security
was our only hope. Once again he stressed that this must
not and did not mean encirclement.
Flandin and Laval, looking for any pretext to relegate the
Abyssinian war to a tribal disturbance, were pleased with
Eden's caution over the oil-sanction. Flandin went so far as
to declare that it was better as a threat than as a fact. The
French Press, taking up the cue, spoke of Eden*s * modera-
tion and good sense % but were surprised at it because he had
always been thought to be e youthful and rash *. The Germans
were pleased with the distinction between collective security
and encirclement, as were the Poles, but the Italians were not
so confident, and Mussolini allowed stray rumours to spread
that Italy would form a bloc with Germany, Poland, Austria,
and Hungary. Suvich might be going to Budapest to follow
up the idea. Democratic opinion, both in America and Scan-
dinavia, was quietly but nevertheless deeply disappointed at
the negative and vague terms of the speech.
On 2nd March Eden, in Geneva, tried to clarify British
policy by declaring formally that his Majesty's Government
were prepared to apply the oil embargo if others would.
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